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Difficulties in learning and teacher support for children with spina bifida
: Investigation of the text-mining from teacher interview 
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　 This paper considers the difficulty of learning for children with spina bifida and its solutions. 
The participants were teachers with experience in teaching children with spina bifida. Twenty teachers responded to 
questions about the challenges and solutions for mathematics, society, physical education, national language, science, 
English, music, school life in general. Analysis was performed using text mining, cluster analysis, a co-occurrence 
network schematized by connecting strong words of co-occurrence, "extracted word × sentence," and "extracted word 
× external variable (subject)." Results show that science, mathematics, society, English have  difficulties in common, 
while physical education and national languages classes have specific challenges. Physical education required 
considerable countermeasures to meet the challenges. We discuss the cognitive characteristics and the difficulty of 
learning specific subjects for children with spina bifida. 























































































































90-101）， 言語性 IQ:92（ 同 86-99），動作性
IQ:99（同 92-108）であり，群指数については言
語理解 :89（同 82-101），知覚統合 :100（同 93-























理 :100（同 92-108），注意 :78（同 73-93），継次
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絵画完成13 知識10 符号9 類似7 絵画配列17 算数11 積木
模様6 単語9















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.4 5.8 6.6 7
































































プランニング 同時処理 注意 継次
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A study of teaching kanji for elementary school third graders who have 
difficulty in learning kanji
－ Practice teaching to facilitate planning －
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　 In this study, we examined Kanji (Chinese character) lessons to a child who had difficulty in planning function and 
learning new Kanji. We measured the effect of the lessons and revealed the following: 1)The child learned the effective 
way of remembering Kanji appropriate for writing and the percentage of questions answered correctly increased. 2)
The lessons gave the child a sense of self-efficacy in learning Kanji. 3)The child used planning function in learning 
Kanji and the number of strategies he used was increased. 4)The store of PASS rating scale in the posttest rose in 
comparison to pretest both in the rating by his mother and his teacher. 5)The profile of simultaneous and successive 
processing scale did not rise because those functions were his specific characteristic.
Key Words :  children with developmental disabilities, Kanji （Chinese character） lesson, PASS theory of intelligence, 
assessment
